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popular with the leaders of the murder gangs. After long efforts
to reconcile personal ambitions, the extremist factions had
coalesced into a "German Fighting Front/' the political leadership
of which was entrusted to the leading orator of a small extremist
political party, the National Socialist Workers' party, scarcely
heard of outside Munich. The son of a minor Austrian official,
Adolf Hitler had emigrated to Munich before the war where he
earned a precarious living by drawing and designing and manual
work. Self-educated, uneducated, conceited, filled with the un-
reasoning prejudice of the bourgeois class from which poverty
had forced him, he hated the milieu to which he had been reduced,
hated the class-conscious elements in it, and hated even more,
with all the cheap hatred of the declasse, the smug, comfortable
citizens of whose society he had been deprived. His untrained
mind was chock-full of cafe philosophies and irrational prejudices
of which only one was not completely derivative, that vicious
anti-Semitism which in Germany is traditionally associated with
the commercially unsuccessful, a prejudice elevated into a creed
by intensive reading of anti-Semitic literature. In the war he had
volunteered at once with the exaggerated German patriotism of
the non-German, had served in a Bavarian regiment, had been
twice wounded, had attained the rank of corporal and the Iron
Cross, and after demobilization had found himself at once unable
to settle down to civilian life and to get employment. The army
had been the first milieu in which he had felt at home, and the
volunteer became and remained more the soldier than any regular.
>In his own mind he incarnated a military and a German ideal,
and therefore found the German military defeat inexplicable
except as a result of treachery. His previous reading had indicated
that there is and can be only one source of treachery and treason
in Germany—the Jews and the Marxists—and his early hatred
of both rose to the pitch of monomania in which a familiar form
of obsession was curiously mingled with personal ambition. With
the singlemindedness that characterizes the monomaniac he
resolved to save Germany by ruling her. He eagerly joined up
with the extremists, but subordination in the ranks was no longer
to his mind and he found final home in a tiny little organization.

